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ATM Intellect 5.0 
Release Notes 

28 February marked the release by AxxonSoft of version 5.0 of its ATM Intellect solution for Axxon 

Intellect-powered video surveillance of bank ATM networks. 

What's new in ATM Intellect 5.0 

User interface 

The color scheme of interface elements has been changed in ATM Intellect 5.0.  

The Control Panel can now display live video from several cameras simultaneously. 

The bitrate of the video stream for live video viewing can now be limited.  

During installation of ATM Intellect 5.0, documentation is copied to the installation folder 

(...\Intellect\VHost\Help) and shortcuts to documentation are added to the Start menu, under 

Intellect>ATM Intellect. 

Restrict loading of video/still frames from ATM cameras during financial 

transactions 

Loading of video during financial transactions at an ATM can now be controlled via software from 

the ATM Intellect 5.0 interface. Video transmission is paused during financial transactions. In 

practice, there are several cases in which financial transactions and video loading can overlap 

despite this: 

 A financial transaction starts while a request from the operator of an ATM Intellect 

Administrator Workstation to receive video is being processed. 

 During a financial transaction, a request to receive video is received from the operator of an 

ATM Intellect Administrator Workstation. 

 A financial transaction starts during handling of an alarm for which video transmission is 

required in the alarm settings. 

 During a financial transaction, an alarm occurs for which video transmission is required in 

the alarm settings. 

Video overwriting settings 

ATM Intellect 5.0 allows camera-by-camera configuration of options for overwriting previously 

recorded video (Loop Recording). 
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Installer 

Changes have been made to the ATM Intellect 5.0 installer: 

 ATM Intellect 5.0 is removed during uninstallation of the core product (Intellect). 

 By default, ATM Intellect 5.0 database files are installed to the SQL server folder.  

Localization 

ATM Intellect 5.0 has been completely localized into English. 

 


